
ULLADULLA

11 - 13 MARCH 2022
ARCADIA TWIN CINEMAS

TRAVELLING FILM FESTIVAL VISITS…
NT Alice Springs, Darwin, Katherine QLD Bundaberg, Cairns, Mackay, Nambour, Toowoomba, Townsville 
NSW Huskisson, Lismore, Murwillumbah, Newcastle, Orange, Port Macquarie, Sawtell, Tamworth, Ulladulla,
Wagga Wagga, Warrawong, Wollongong, and Young

 

 

HOW TO BOOK

Online: 

 

By Phone:
 
(02) 4454 1224  

In Person: Rowens Arcade
Boree St, Ulladulla NSW 2539

PRESENTED BY 

Sydney Film Festival

Email:  
Website: 

 

Cover image: Here Out West

BRINGING THE WORLD’S BEST  
CINEMA TO ULLADULLA

Tickets available online or 
inperson at the cinema. Book 
now to avoid disappointment.  

 

SINGLE TICKETS 
$14.50 Adult $12.50 Concession

FULL SUBSCRIPTION
$85.50 Adult $76.50 Concession

FLEXIPASS (5 Films)
$55 Adult $50 Concession

Save 30% and see the entire 
Festival with a subscription.

$10 Kids/Students 

 

In the event that a pass-holder is sick/
unable to attend/waiting for a test result, 
please call or email the cinema to avail 
a full refund. In the event that any TFF is 
cancelled, the full value will be refunded to 
the credit or debit card used for purchase.

Concessions: unemployed, pensioners, 
& seniors.

 

SUBSCRIBE & SAVE

Travelling Film Festival acknowledges the financial assistance of Screen Australia & NSW Government through Screen NSW.



SCHEDULE

STAY IN TOUCH
Keep up to date with program and tour announcements, 
giveaways and more!

OPENING FILM: HERE OUT WEST 

 

Sign up to TFF eNews at  to receive the full program straight 
to your inbox

Travelling Film 
Festival YouTube

FRIDAY 11 MAR
7:00 PM HERE OUT WEST (Unclassified 15+)

10:30 AM
1:30 PM
3:45 PM
7:30 PM 

SUNDAY 13 MAR
  
 

WHEEL OF FORTUNE AND FANTASY (Unclassified 15+)
QUO VADIS, AIDA? (M)
BLIND AMBITION (All Ages)
PARALLEL MOTHERS (18+)
Screens with short film WE HAVE ME (All Ages)

11:00 AM
1:30 PM

3:45 PM
5:45 PM

NOWHERE SPECIAL (M)
PETITE MAMAN (PG)
Screens with short film SHINY ONE (All Ages)
WHEN POMEGRANATES HOWL (M) 
ALI & AVA (M)  

SATURDAY 12 MAR

FRIDAY 11 MAR 7:00 PM 
Directed by  Fadia Abboud, Lucy Gaffy, Julie Kalceff, Ana Kokkinos, Leah Purcell
Australia  |  In Arabic, Bengali, Cantonese, Kurdish, Kurmanji, Spanish, Tagalog, 
Turkish and Vietnamese with English subtitles

101 mins  |  Unclassified 15+ 
SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2021

In 2018, a group of writers and creative producers gathered with the aim of 
responding to the growing demand for diverse narratives that reflect contemporary 
Australia, and to tell those stories on the scale they deserved. 

Across eight distinct, interconnected scenarios, Here Out West achieves just that. 
Nancy visits her daughter, who has just given birth in hospital, accompanied by her 
8-year-old Lebanese neighbour Amirah. The grandchild is to be taken away by the 
authorities, and in an impetuous decision, Nancy steals the baby and, with Amirah in 
tow, flees the hospital. Over the course of a dramatic day, Nancy's flight sets off a 
chain of events that brings together complete strangers. Through these compelling 
stories and myriad characters, Here Out West explores themes such as assimilation, 
racism, aspiration and filial connection. With a kaleidoscopic view of a place and its 
diverse people, the film beautifully and authentically captures the richness and 
complexity of a modern Australian community.

“Here Out West grew out of an initiative to explore a new model for film-making and 
feed a demand for more diverse stories.” 

- SYDNEY MORNING HERALD



OUR AUDIENCES SAY:

SUPPORT TFF

SCAN HERE FOR THE 
FULL PROGRAM AND 

BOOKINGS! 

As a non-profit organization, the 
Travelling Film Festival exists 
through support from you—our 
audience. Your donations are an 
investment in the Festival’s future 
and enable us to keep bringing the 
best and most important stories 
from around the world to Ulladulla 
each year. 

Make a tax-deductible donation 
today through SFF at 
sff.org.au/tff/support

“TFF is one of the highlights of 
my cinema year...what other 
excuse to ‘film binge’ over a 
weekend?!”

“Thoroughly enjoyed all films 
and it was great to see the TFF 
supporting independent 
Australian cinema” 

Screens with feature film
PETITE MAMAN  |  SUN 13 MAR 1:30PM

WE HAVE ME

Screens with feature film
PARALLEL MOTHERS  |  SAT 12 MAR 7:30 PM

SHINY ONE

SHORT FILMS

High school basketball captain Grant 
(Carlos Sanson Jr.) faces suspension until 
Emily (Emily Scerri-Rikkert) steps up with 
moves that could help them win the dance 
competition.

A young man dremas of escaping his bush 
community and finding riches, but soon 
learns that wealth comes in many forms.  

Directed by Jacob Melamed
Australia | 14 mins | 15+

Directed by Viviana Petyarre
Australia | 10 mins | All Ages

 

SAT 12 MAR 7:30 PM
Directed by Pedro Almodóvar
Spain | In Spanish with English 
subtitles | 120 mins | 18+

Cruz, winner of the Best Actress prize at 
Venice 2021, is fantastic as Janis, a 
photographer who accidentally becomes 
pregnant through a relationship with a 
married forensic archaeologist. While in 
hospital, about to give birth, she meets 
Ana (Milena Smit), a traumatised 
adolescent who is terrified about her 
pregnancy. Though in very different 
situations, Janis and Ana form a bond that 
has a dramatic impact on their lives. In 
returning to his recurrent theme of 
mothers, Almodóvar delves into Spain’s 
traumatic past, showing an intense 
connection between the personal and the 
political. The craft is of course distinctively 
Almodóvar’s, and the gorgeous visuals 
combined with deep emotion make this a 
very welcome return into his world.

“..set in a world where men are a mere 
shadow, is a movie that engages life and 
death, capturing the rotating primal drama 
that being a mother really is...” 
 - VARIETY

Screens with short film:
WE HAVE ME

WINNER: BEST ACTRESS, VENICE FILM 
FESTIVAL 2021
SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2021

PARALLEL MOTHERS

SAT 12 MAR 3:45 PM
Directed by Robert Coe, Warwick Ross
Australia | In English and Shona with 
English subtitles | 96 mins | All Ages

Since the mid-'90s millions of 
Zimbabweans have fled their country's 
economic woes. Joseph, Tinashe, Marlvin 
and Pardon have ended up in South Africa. 
While working in Cape Town restaurants 
they develop an interest in wine. The 
quartet become sommeliers, meet and 
form a team to compete in the so-called 
‘Olympics of the wine world'. Twenty-four 
mainly European countries will be vying for 
the prestigious award. Each team must 
sample 12 different wines and guess the 
country, winery and vintage. Australian 
directors-producers-writers Warwick Ross 
and Rob Coe work together again on a 
delightful wine-related documentary, 
following this determined foursome as 
they practice their tasting skills and set 
out for France to proudly represent their 
country.

“An uplifting story of hope, courage and 
determination, Warwick Ross and Rob 
Coe’s Blind Ambition has been described 
as the Cool Runnings of the wine world.” 
- FILMINK

WINNER: AUDIENCE AWARD, SYDNEY 
FILM FESTIVAL 2021; AUDIENCE AWARD, 
TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL 2021

BLIND AMBITION

 

SAT 12 MAR 1:30 PM
Directed by Jasmila Žbanić
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Austria, 
Romania, Netherlands, Germany, 
Poland, France, Norway, Turkey 
In Bosnian, English and Dutch with 
English subtitles | 103 mins | M

Bosnia, July 1995. As the Serbian army 
encroaches, Aida (Jasna Ðuricic) and her 
family are amongst over 30,000 people 
seeking refuge in a UN peacekeeper military 
base. Using her modest connections, she 
manages to get her husband and two sons into 
the relative safety of the base. Aida believes in 
the values of the UN and in its ability to 
de-escalate the situation. But it soon becomes 
clear that the Serbian army has no intention of 
respecting the UN ultimatum and that the UN 
has limited means or will to enforce it. Privy to 
the flailing negotiations, Aida becomes 
increasingly desperate as she manoeuvres to 
keep her family safe. Žbanic, a survivor of the 
war herself, won the Berlinale Golden Bear for 
her astonishing first feature Grbavica (2006), 
and also explored the lingering impact of the 
war in For Those Who Can Tell No Tales (SFF 
2014). With Quo Vadis, Aida? she takes her 
vital filmmaking – as important in documenting 
the past as it is cautionary for our present – to 
new levels of immediacy and power.

“Profoundly moving. Žbanić musters real tragic 
power and clear-eyed compassion revisiting 
history 25 years on.” 
- THE GUARDIAN

WINNER: BEST FILM, BEST DIRECTOR, 
BEST ACTRESS, EUROPEAN FILM 
AWARDS 2021
SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2021

QUO VADIS, AIDA?

 

SAT 12 MAR 10:30 AM
Directed by Ryusuke Hamaguchi
Japan  |  In Japanese with English 
subtitles | 121 mins | Unclassified 15+

Director Hamaguchi (Happy Hour, 2015) is 
a master of twisting expectations. Each 
story is a collision between two people, 
leading to shocking and unexpectedly 
moving outcomes. A model gossips with 
her friend about a relationship that is 
closer to home than either of them could 
have anticipated. A mature age student 
sets a honey trap for a professor, only to 
be confronted by his candour. The final 
story, shot during Japan's COVID 
lockdown, is set in the near future. Two 
women, separated for decades, reunite in 
an emptied Tokyo – before making a 
startling discovery. These magical tales of 
chance and desire are tempered by 
Hamaguchi's naturalistic style – each 
not-quite romance fully conveys the 
messy, miraculous nature of life.

“This trio of stories is elegant and amusing, 
with a delicacy of touch and real 
imaginative warmth.”
- THE GUARDIAN

WINNER: SILVER BEAR, BERNIALE 2021
SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2021

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
& FANTASY

SUN 13 MAR 5:45 PM
Directed by Clio Barnard
United Kingdom | In English
95 mins | M

One rainy day, while picking up one of his 
tenants’ children from school, he offers a lift 
to Ava. They bond almost instantly through 
their love of music, though Ali favours the 
high energy of Buzzcocks and hip-hop while 
Ava takes refuge in the quieter comforts of 
Bob Dylan and Karen Dalton. Despite their 
divergent backgrounds, differences in their 
stages of life along with Ali’s failing marriage 
and Ava’s fraught relationship with her adult 
and adolescent children, each finds themself 
irresistibly drawn to the other.

Enveloped in music and imbued with humour, 
Clio Barnard (Dark River, The Selfish Giant) 
deftly weaves together conventions of social 
realism and romantic drama to present an 
intelligent and nuanced depiction of 21st 
century Britain that feels profoundly rooted in 
lived experience.

“It’s a drama of autumnal love conquering the 
divisions of race, the disillusionments of 
middle age, the discomfort of parenthood and 
grandparenthood, and the tensions of class.” 
- THE GUARDIAN

SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 
2021, CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 2021

ALI & AVA

SUN 13 MAR 3:45 PM
Directed by Granaz Moussavi
Australia, Afghanistan | In Farsi and 
Pashto with English subtitles 
80 mins | M

The second feature by acclaimed female 
poet-writer-director Moussavi presents a 
picture of Kabul we rarely see. Conflict 
and suffering are not the story's main 
focus. In the spotlight is the beaming, 
hopeful and determined face of Hewad, a 
nine-year-old kid who pushes a rickety 
cart of goods all over town to raise money. 
Having lost both his father and brother, 
this lively lad with a smart business brain 
has assumed the role of family 
breadwinner. After meeting an unnamed 
Australian photographer, Hewad's dream 
of becoming a movie star may not seem so 
unlikely after all. This affecting slice-of-life 
tale is beautifully filmed and wonderfully 
well performed by a non-professional cast. 
Based on real events. 

“Faiz, an untrained young actor, is 
outstanding in the lead role and a delight to 
watch as the fast-talking, street-smart kid 
who works every angle, sees every chance, 
and seizes every day.” 
- SCREEN HUB 

SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 
2021, TOKYO INTERNATIONAL FILM 
FESTIVAL 2021

WHEN POMEGRANATES
HOWL

SUN 13 MAR 1:30 PM
Directed by Céline Sciamma
France | In French with English 
subtitles | 72 mins | PG

SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 2021 
BERLINALE 2021

Sciamma's previous films , including her 
script for My Life as a Zucchini (SFF 2017), 
have often focussed on pivotal childhood 
phases. In her latest, eight-year-old Nelly 
says a solemn goodbye to the residents of 
the nursing home where her grandmother 
recently died. Then she and her mother 
Marion head to her grandmother's home 
to clear out her belongings. The rambling 
house surrounded by trees was also 
Marion's childhood home. Nelly ventures 
into the woods hoping to find the 
treehouse that her mother built as a child. 
There she meets a girl her own age – also 
called Marion – and the pair form an 
uncanny bond. The evocative 
cinematography by Claire Mathon (award 
winner for Portrait of a Lady on Fire) gives  
Petite Maman a fairytale-like quality, 
underlined by the young actors' magical 
performances, that speaks to the 
timelessness of Sciamma's themes.

“A girl meets her mother as a child in the 
woods in a moving jewel of a film about 
memory, friendship and kin.” 
- THE GUARDIAN

Screens with short film:
SHINY ONE

PETITE MAMAN

SUN 13 MAR 11:00 AM
Directed by Uberto Pasolini
UK, Italy, Romania | In English
96 mins | M

WINNER: AUDIENCE AWARD, VALLADOLID 
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2020 
SELECTED: SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL 
2021, VENICE FILM FESTIVAL 2020 

The first feature in seven years from 
award-winning writer-producer-director 
Uberto Pasolini (The Full Monty, 1997; Still 
Life, 2013) is one of those very rare films 
that’s both heartbreaking and magically 
life-affirming. Pasolini’s superb screenplay 
and masterful direction is matched by 
magnificent performances from James 
Norton and child actor Daniel Lamont.

The setting is an ordinary neighbourhood 
in Northern Ireland, but there is nothing 
ordinary about John, a 35-year-old 
window washer. He has found out that he 
has only a few months left to say goodbye 
to young son Michael. Desperate, he 
attempts to find a new and ‘perfect’ family 
for his son.

“Despite its inherent heartbreak, there is 
something peaceful, even uplifting about 
Nowhere Special, and the feeling lingers 
after the credits have rolled.” 
- SUNDAY INDEPENDENT

NOWHERE SPECIAL




